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Abstract: Malaria has long been endemic in the Union of Comoros reaching an incidence of 15,045 cases for 100,000 inhabitants in 2010 (103,670 cases). Since then, strengthened control actions based on the distribution of Long-Lasting Insecticidal mosquito Nets and mass treatment have reduced malaria to a low level. However, it persists more specifically in Grande Comore, where 82% of cases were diagnosed between 2010 and 2016. This situation remains a challenge for health authorities seeking to eliminate malaria, by targeting transmission sites more precisely. In this context, this study aimed at mapping malaria at the finest scale, in order to describe its spatial distribution and identify possible environmental indicators. The National Malaria Control Program provided the 2016 data, the only year that could be mapped at the level of localities. This mapping revealed spatial autocorrelation between localities, especially in the east of the island with a major cluster around Itsinkoudi (using the Kulldorff’s spatial scan test). Secondary clusters showed that malaria remains present throughout the island in both rural and urban areas. We also analyzed satellite images (SPOT 5) with remote sensing techniques (Object-Based Image Analysis) to look for environmental indicators. Landscape analysis shows that malaria incidence is correlated across the island with low altitudes, and a larger proportion of grasslands or a fewer proportion of forested areas nearby (at less than 1km around villages). More locally in the east, malaria is linked to larger shrub areas. These relationships could be associated with the fact that lower altitude localities are more interconnected, such facilitating malaria transmission. In 2016, malaria persists in Grande Comore, showing new patterns with more cases in the eastern part of the island and the possibility of high incidences during the dry season. Precise mapping of epidemiological data and landscape analysis allow the identification of clusters and active transmission foci. They are important tools for health surveillance in order to optimize control actions on key transmission locations.
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1. Introduction

Malaria is a parasitic disease that remains a major cause of morbidity and mortality worldwide. In 2016, it affected 216 million people in 91 countries, mainly in sub-Saharan Africa, according to the latest WHO World Malaria Report [1]. In the Comoros archipelago, located in the southeast of the African continent, between Mozambique and Madagascar, malaria is an endemic disease. The Union
of the Comoros currently groups together the islands of Grande Comore (Ngazidja), Mohéli (Mwali) and Anjouan (Ndzuwani) and benefits from favorable climatic and environmental conditions for malaria transmission. The first malaria deadly epidemic was reported in 1923 [2], but malaria has long been a major health problem before significant control actions were taken to limit its impact [3]. The highest number of cases was reported in 2010 with a total of 103,670 cases (incidence of 15,045 for 100,000 inhabitants). This situation triggered the will to strengthen the fight to achieve its elimination during the last fifteen years. Malaria has consequently largely decreased, particularly on the islands of Mohéli and Anjouan, classified in the pre-elimination phase, and on the island of Grande Comore, classified in the control phase [4]. The achievement of these results is strongly associated with mass treatment by Artemisinin Combination Therapy (ACT) performed on Mohéli from 2007 to 2010 and on the other islands from 2012 to 2013 together with the distribution of Long-Lasting Insecticidal mosquito Nets (LLIN) [5–7].

The occurrence of malaria has always presented significant spatial disparities, both between the islands and within each island of the Comoros [8]. Higher malaria endemicity has been observed in Grande Comore since the 1990s [8]. Between 2010 and 2016, more than 82% of the malaria cases notified on the three islands were reported in Grande Comore. This reflects the persistence of *Plasmodium* parasites on this large island, despite control measures. This situation has also led to a greater research effort in Grande Comore than on the other islands, in order to characterize malaria epidemiology, vectors and parasites. Different epidemiological profiles have been described in Grande Comore according to the island’s slopes and climate: malaria is hyperendemic throughout the year on the south-west slopes, hyperendemic in the rainy season and mesoendemic in the dry season on the north-west slopes and hyperendemic in the rainy season and hypoendemic in the dry season from the north to the south of the east slope [9]. Lower malaria endemicity has always been observed in villages at higher altitudes [8]. Using nested Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR), a recent study identified the *Plasmodium* species responsible of malaria transmission in Grande Comore: mainly *Plasmodium falciparum* (98.11%) and in rare cases *Plasmodium vivax* (1.25%) and *Plasmodium malariae* (0.62%) [10]. This study also indicates spatial variation in the parasite endemicity rate with *P. falciparum* hyperendemic in the east (Mbeni region), mesoendemic in the north-east (Mitsamiouli region) and hypoendemic in the west (in the capital city of Moroni). The plasmodial parasites are mainly transmitted in Comoros by *Anopheles gambiae* and *Anopheles funestus* [2] but *Anopheles funestus* is absent in Grande Comore [8].

In an insular context, the spatial variation in the level of malaria endemicity has been described as being associated with the variability in the physical environment, climate and human populations, independently of control actions [8]. In Grande Comore, access to water is a major problem for rural households due to the absence of streams and rivers [11,12]. People collect rainwater in shared reservoirs that can be found in all villages or private reservoirs in some houses. These reservoirs are generally not well covered and often contribute to the development of mosquito larvae and thus to the maintenance of malaria endemicity [3,8]. *Anopheles gambiae* has then been described as an anthropogenic species in Grande Comore [2]. Rainfall is also an important factor in the ecology of these mosquitoes and the spatial variations in rainfall on the island’s slopes also affect mosquito densities.

After having dropped drastically to a low level, malaria has slightly increased since 2016 in Grande Comore. The persistence of malaria challenges health authorities, which are working to eradicate malaria with major control efforts already in place. They seek to understand more precisely the origin of the outbreaks, the places of persistence and to identify the factors contributing to its transmission. One way is to monitor more precisely how cases are distributed in space—i.e., to develop complete spatial decision support systems for disease surveillance [13]. This requires both knowledge of case location and near real-time notifications of case diagnosis from medical doctors to the health authorities in charge of surveillance [14]. On the one hand, it is generally possible to locate cases in their place of residence if the health facilities record this information and if reference maps exist at the village level. This requires electronic reporting of health data and harmonization and centralization of these data, which can come from different sources (public or private hospitals, humanitarian organizations,
etc.) [15]. To this goal, geographical tools, more specifically geographical information systems (GIS) and geostatistical analyses, have made it possible to develop spatial disease surveillance [16–18]. However, such mapping assumes that people have got sick near their place of residence. On the other hand, real-time monitoring of case occurrence is generally more difficult because it requires rapid feedback and rapid diagnostic confirmations [19]. Some projects have set up a reporting system via mobile phones to quickly report the occurrence of cases [20,21] or control actions [22]. However, these methods are difficult to implement at the country level, where spatial analyses are generally based on data that are aggregated and adjusted annually by health authorities.

A second axis to improve the spatial understanding of diseases is to study the environmental, climatic or human factors related to their distribution [23]. These factors can simply be spatially correlated with the distribution of diseases without having a cause-and-effect relationship and can be used as indicators of occurrence [24]. These factors may also have a direct role on pathogens, vectors or facilitate transmission to humans. Such spatial analyses also use space technology tools—i.e., GIS, remote sensing and geostatistics [25]. Remote sensing has been increasingly used for health applications and especially malaria studies [26]. In a recent systematic review of spatio-temporal methods to map malaria risks, 46% of 107 articles used remotely-sensed climate or environmental information [27]. Nevertheless, most of these studies used low spatial resolution images or directly pre-calculated indices such as Normalized Difference Vegetation Index from MODIS images [28]. These vegetation indices have often been used as temporal indicators of seasonal fluctuations in disease [29,30] or predictors to build malaria early-warning systems [21]. Remote sensing has also been applied to study malaria ecology using high spatial resolution images to identify relationships with land cover or land use [24,31]. In Madagascar, Rakotoarison et al. showed the potential of such remotely-sensed environmental analyses to map malaria risk and guide its control [32]. Based on a literature review, Li et al. built a landscape-based hazard index for malaria transmission in the Amazonian region [33]. They showed the potential of mapping land use/land cover to extract landscape indices and understand the distribution of malaria.

The objective of this study is to implement such spatial analysis methods to clarify the epidemiology of malaria in Grande Comore, in this context of persistence and slight increase. It aims to clarify the epidemiology of malaria at the finest possible scale in order to identify outbreaks, clusters and then environmental factors. However, in such a small territory, the methodological challenge is to carry out very detailed spatial analyses: on the one hand, it is necessary to know the places of residence of the cases and, on the other hand, to obtain very high-resolution environmental data.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Area and Scales

The Comorian health system is geographically organized with the islands constituting the health regions subdivided into health centers and then health districts. There are three health centers and seven health districts in Grande Comore. Generally, the epidemiological data are aggregated at the level of the health structures without precision on the origin of the patients. Some data can provide information on the location of patients at the village or city level, making it the finest scale. Malaria data are available at this scale only on Grande Comore, which was, therefore, chosen as the study area.

Grande Comore is the largest island (1148 sq. km) of the Union of Comoros (Figure 1). It has a hilly landscape dominated by Mount Karthala, an active volcano that rises at 2361 m. The climate is tropical with two seasons: a hot and rainy season from November to April and a cool and dry season from May to October. The average temperature varies between 25 and 27 °C during the warm season and between 22 and 24 °C during the cool season. The average rainfall ranges from 1500 to 2000 mm during the rainy season, and from 500 to 800 mm during the dry season. Because of the topography and the island context, rainfall varies spatially with more water on the slopes facing the monsoon winds.
In total, 193 villages and 19 cities (or districts) were included in this study for a total of 212 locations. The capital city of Moroni is divided in 11 districts and there are eight other cities. Villages and cities are mainly located in coastal areas at less than 600 m altitude (Figure 1).

2.2. Epidemiological Data Collection

The National Malaria Control Program, “Programme National de Lutte contre le Paludisme de l’Union des Comores” (PNLP), provided the 2016 monthly epidemiological data on malaria at the village scale. The PNLP is the national authority in charge of collecting and analyzing malaria data and of controlling the disease in the Union of Comoros. All malaria cases diagnosed in the district health centers or in the village health posts are reported to the NMCP. In addition, the NMCP has implemented a more active monitoring at the village level. In each village, a community health worker conducts a Rapid Diagnostic Test (RDT) on people presenting fever. If this test is positive, a district health officer travels by motorcycle to the village to take a blood sample from the patient to confirm the case. If the diagnosis is confirmed, he reports the case to the NMCP by sending a message. Finally, patients who have visited a private health center are invited to come to the NMCP to obtain free medicines, which in turn allows completing the registration of cases. Malaria data have been optimized to be more comprehensive and the 2016 dataset is the first one at the village scale.

Figure 1. Location of Grande Comore, topography and population by locality in 2016.
The “Institut National de la Statistique et des Etudes Economiques et Démographiques” (INSEED) provided projections of demographic data calculated based on the last population census (realized in 2003). These data are projected up to 2025 and are national references pending the 2017 population census. The capital city is the most populated with a total of 55,540 inhabitants in its 11 districts. The eight other cities have populations ranging from 2848 to 8365 inhabitants. An amount of 37% of villages have less than 1000 inhabitants and only 6% of villages exceed 5000 inhabitants (Figure 1).

2.3. Meteorological Data

Monthly rainfall data from 2010 to 2016 were provided by the National Agency for Civil Aviation and Meteorology (Agence Nationale de l’Aviation Civile et de la Météorologie) of the Union of Comoros (ANACM). These data are collected at two stations at the airport (Hahaya) and Moroni.

2.4. Land Cover Mapping Using Remote Sensing

We applied satellite images remote sensing techniques to describe the environment around villages by realizing a land cover/land use map of Grande Comore. SEAS-OI Station at Réunion Island (http://www.seas-oi.org) provided two Spot 5 images (© CNES—2013, Distribution Astrium services/Spot images S.A., France, all rights reserved) acquired on 30 May 2013 (with few clouds). One image has a 2.5 m spatial resolution in panchromatic mode and the other one a 10 m spatial resolution in multispectral mode. We used ENVI software (v5.1) to correct geometrically the two images from topographic effects based on the SRTM (Shuttle Radar Topography Mission) digital elevation model integrated into ENVI as a reference. We applied the pansharpening algorithm (Gram-Schmidt Spectral Sharpening (GSSS)) to merge the two images and assign the resolution of the panchromatic image to the multispectral one. We reduced the radiometric values of clouds and shadows to zero to mask them and avoid confusion.

We performed an object-oriented classification of the images, which has the advantage of grouping pixels into objects with relatively homogeneous characteristics (regarding spectral values, texture and geometry) [34]. This method is particularly adapted to such high spatial resolution images [35] to obtain homogeneous areas for each class [36]. We used eCognition software (eCognition Developer 9.0.3, © 2020 Trimble Germany GmbH) to realize a supervised hierarchical classification. With this approach, we defined seven land cover/land use classes by referring to the Land Cover Classification System (LCCS) defined by the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO). These classes are: built-up areas, bare lands, grasslands, shrubs, forests, mangroves and water areas.

For the validation of the land use map, we collected about 340 GPS locations representing each class during field surveys (about fifty observations per class). We used these observations to develop a confusion matrix between field recognition and spatial image classification. This matrix allows the calculation of an overall accuracy of the land cover/land use map and of the Cohen’s Kappa index, which indicates the difference between the observed accuracy and what could be expected by chance. A map is considered as accurate when this index is over 75% [37].

2.5. Landscape Metric Computation

We used the land cover/land use map to calculate landscape indices around villages. Other studies have estimated the maximum distance of malaria transmission around the breeding sites of malaria vectors, the Anopheles mosquitoes, at two kilometers [31,38–40]. Then, we chose different buffer sizes with radii of 1, 1.5 and 2 km from the center of each village to see at which distance the indices will be most significant. We first calculated the proportion of each land cover/land use class within each buffer. We also measured other landscape metrics within these buffers with FRAGSTAT 4.2.1 software [41]: the patch density (PD—i.e., the proportion of patches per 100 hectares calculated from the number of patches within each buffer in relation to the buffer area), the edge density (ED—i.e., the sum of the edge length of each patch, multiplied by 10,000 to convert to hectares), the splitting index (SPLIT—i.e., the total landscape area (m²) squared divided by the sum of patch area (m²) squared, summed across all
patches in the landscape), the Shannon’s Diversity Index (SHDI—i.e., the minus sum, across all patch types, of the proportional abundance of each patch type multiplied by that proportion). We finally measured the average elevation in these buffers, using the SRTM digital elevation model.

2.6. Spatial and Statistical Analyses

We realized the maps and geoprocessing using QGIS software [42]. We used a geometric progression with common ratio 5, as a discretization method, to map malaria incidence at the village level and define class boundaries. In order to calculate the road distances between certain villages and see if their connections could help transmission, we used the free and participative OpenStreetMap database (https://www.openstreetmap.org). For these villages, we completed the layout of roads and paths (accessible by foot) and indicated the corresponding categories, using photointerpretation of satellite images in the OpenStreetMap iD interface. We then used QGIS to calculate the road distances between villages along these different routes.

We performed statistical analyses using R Software version 3.2.5 [43] with R-Studio environment [44]. We conducted a descriptive analysis of malaria cases monthly by village and by health district. We calculated malaria incidence for 100,000 inhabitants.

We calculated the Moran’s I global index to determine the spatial autocorrelation in malaria incidence at the local scale (villages and cities), first for the whole island and second for each health district independently [45,46]. We hypothesized that the spatial distribution of malaria incidence is independent between localities. This test measures whether villages have malaria rates close to their neighbors, which would mean that spatial proximity has an impact on epidemiology and that villages are not spatially independent. We also calculated the Anselin Local Moran’s I index for each locality, first within the whole island and second within each health district [47]. We used the spdep package developed under R (https://github.com/r-spatial/spdep/) to calculate these two indicators. Positive values of the indices with a p-value under 0.05 indicate a spatial autocorrelation of the average incidence between villages.

We used Kulldorff’s spatial scan test [48] to identify spatial clusters of malaria incidence by village. This test scans village centroids through windows to determine which one has abnormally grouped more cases than expected using the maximum likelihood method [49]. For each significant cluster, the spatial scan test relates the observed number of cases to the suspected number of cases and also determines the relative risk (RR), defined as the risk of the given cluster compared to the risk in all other areas. The calculation of the probability of p-value is determined from the Monte Carlo 999 simulations method for cluster analysis [48].

We then conducted bivariate and multivariate analyses to find relations between landscape indices and malaria incidence. We first measured pair-wise correlations between landscape indices and malaria incidence at the village scale. We realized Principal Component Analyses (PCA) to understand the relations between environmental factors and identify groups of correlated variables. For each of these groups, we selected the most strongly associated variable (based on the likelihood ratio test) for further multivariable modelling. We also verified that the selected variables had pairwise correlation coefficients between −0.8 and 0.8, to avoid multicollinearity. Then, we performed backward elimination regression modeling to see if malaria incidence can be modeled based on these environmental indices [50]. We selected the best models based on the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC). For the final models, we verified the absence of collinearity of the variables by calculating the Variance-Inflation Factors (VIF, which are acceptable if the square root of VIF is less than 2) [51].

3. Results

3.1. Malaria Incidence

In 2016, 1372 cases of malaria were reported in half of the villages and cities (116 villages—i.e., 54.7%) of Grande Comore. This figure is very low compared to the very high numbers of cases recorded
annually before 2014 (over 50,000 cases), and comparable to the years 2014 (2130 cases) and 2015 (1061 cases). This represents an average incidence of 334 cases per 100,000 inhabitants. Nevertheless, the incidence varies greatly between villages and districts (Figure 2). The first seven localities with the highest incidences are all in the eastern part of the island and of the first ten, only the seventh is in the western part (Hantsambou north of Moroni). Itsinkoudi, in the center east, recorded the highest incidence and also the highest number of cases (217 cases—i.e., 7231 cases per 100,000 population), followed by Ouroveni, in the south-east (108 cases—i.e., 6857 cases per 100,000 population). On the eastern side of Grande Comore, Oichili Dimani health district is particularly affected by malaria in 2016 as it includes many villages with high incidences. In total, 29% (402/1372) of cases are located in this district, but being a rural district with a smaller population, its average incidence (925 cases per 100,000 inhabitants) is three times higher than the average incidence of all villages. Nevertheless, not all localities in the district are affected since 48% have not recorded any cases. Just over a third of malaria cases come from localities of the Centre health district (491—i.e., 36% of cases). Since this district is the most populated with the capital city of Moroni, the average incidence per locality is lower with 235 cases per 100,000 inhabitants. In the Centre health district, the highest incidences are observed close to Moroni, in Hantsambou and some Moroni districts. Three health districts recorded particularly low incidences in their villages: Mitsamiouli Mboude district (71 cases per 100,000 inhabitants) in the north, Hambou (80) and Mbadjini Ouest (69) districts in the south-west.

![Figure 2. Malaria Incidence by locality in Grande Comore in 2016.](image_url)
Malaria occurs more in rural areas than in urban areas with an average prevalence of 356 cases per 100,000 inhabitants (1002 cases) per village compared to 295 cases per 100,000 inhabitants (370 cases) per city. Half of the villages (51%—i.e., 95/193) and most of the cities (95%—i.e., 18/19) recorded malaria cases in 2016.

Surprisingly in 2016, there were more malaria cases during the dry season (912 cases) than during the rainy season (459 cases) (Figure 3). The average incidence per village was 33 cases per 100,000 inhabitants in the dry season and 17 cases per 100,000 inhabitants in the rainy season. The variance test shows seasonal variation in malaria incidence across villages ($F = 9.56, p < 0.01$). At the district level, this seasonal variation in incidence by village is statistically significant only in the Centre health district ($F = 16.23, p < 0.0001$), with 33 cases per 100,000 inhabitants in the dry season and 6 cases per 100,000 inhabitants in the rainy season.

3.2. Spatial Cluster Analysis

The Moran’s I coefficient showed the existence of a strong spatial autocorrelation of the incidence of malaria in a global way between the localities on the island of Grande Comore ($I = 5.49, p < 0.001$). Within health districts, spatial autocorrelation is only observed in the Oichili Dimani district ($I = 4.02, p < 0.001$). The Anselin Local Moran’s I index is statistically significant in five villages of Oichili Dimani district: Itsinkoudi ($I_l = 13.46, p < 0.001$), Kouhani ($I_l = 11.41, p < 0.001$), Mtsamdou ($I_l = 6.40, p < 0.001$), Chomoni ($I_l = 1.25, p < 0.01$) and Chamro ($I_l = 1.44, p < 0.01$); and one of Mbadjini Est district: Simamboini ($I_l = 0.78, p < 0.01$). This shows the existence of spatial influence and similarities in the average incidence between these villages and their very close neighbors.

Kulldorff’s scanning method showed congruent results, with six clusters of malaria cases over the localities of Grande Comore. The most-likely cluster is in the east, in Oichili Dimani district, with five villages within a radius of 2.65 km (Figure 4). The observed number of malaria cases in the primary cluster is 13 times greater than expected with a relative risk (RR) of 17.48 ($p < 0.001$) (Table 1). The RR of the five secondary clusters was also significant, ranging from 3.65 to 22.20 (with all $p < 0.001$). The first three secondary clusters have no radius, meaning that these clusters are contained within the villages of Chezani in the northwest, Ouroveni in the southeast and Hantsambou in the west, respectively. They recorded more than 10 times the expected number of malaria cases. The fourth secondary cluster group two districts of Moroni (Dzahani Tsidje and Moroni Koule), within a radius of 1.46 km and twice the expected number of malaria cases (RR = 2.96, $p < 0.001$). The southeastern localities of Koimbani ya Mbadjini and Fombouni form the fifth secondary cluster with a 1.47 km radius and an observed number of malaria cases three times higher than expected (RR = 3.65, $p < 0.001$).
Figure 4. Location of malaria clusters and localities with significant Anselin Local Moran’s I index in Grande Comore in 2016.

Table 1. Clusters determined by Kulldorff’s scanning method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Localities</th>
<th>Radius</th>
<th>Observed Cases</th>
<th>Expected Cases</th>
<th>ODE</th>
<th>RR</th>
<th>LLR</th>
<th>p-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Itsinkoudi Dzahani ya Oichili Kouhani Hambou ya Oichili Mtsamdou</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>23.94</td>
<td>13.58</td>
<td>17.48</td>
<td>583.11</td>
<td>0.00001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Chezani</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>10.67</td>
<td>13.12</td>
<td>14.49</td>
<td>237.38</td>
<td>0.00001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Ouroveni</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>5.26</td>
<td>20.53</td>
<td>22.20</td>
<td>227.58</td>
<td>0.00001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Hantsambou</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>6.14</td>
<td>10.43</td>
<td>10.89</td>
<td>93.44</td>
<td>0.00001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Dzahani Tsidje Moroni Koule</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>74.35</td>
<td>2.68</td>
<td>2.96</td>
<td>77.45</td>
<td>0.00001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Koimbani ya Mbadjini Foumbouni</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>17.86</td>
<td>3.53</td>
<td>3.65</td>
<td>35.03</td>
<td>0.00001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ODE = Observed Divided by Expected, RR = relative risk, LLR = log-likelihood ratio.
3.3. Land Cover

Spot 5 images allowed us to realize a detailed land cover/land use classification for Grande Comore (Figure 5). The overall accuracy is reasonable (80.6% of correct observations), which results in a Kappa of 77.3% (95% confidence interval from 0.73 to 0.82). The lowest accuracy was obtained from forested areas (65.8%) with some confusion with shrub areas (67.7%) (Table S1). Forested areas are the dominant land cover on the island (45%) and concern mainly the districts located on the south-west and south-east slopes of the Karthala mount: Hambou (81%), Mbadjini Ouest (79%), Centre (50%) and Mbadjini Est (43%). In the north of the island, grasslands are the most common, especially in the districts located on the northeastern coast: Oichili Dimani (51%) and Hamahamet Mboinkou (38%). Shrub vegetation is an intermediate class between forest and herbaceous vegetation. It covers less than 25%. It is more observed in districts mainly covered by herbaceous vegetation and less in forested districts. Built-up areas and bare lands represent less than 10% of Grande Comore. The Central district is the most urbanized (3%) with the capital Moroni.

Figure 5. Land cover/land use map of Grande Comore.

Landscape indices allow a distinction between homogeneous (example of Batou in Figure 6a) and fragmented landscapes (example of Koua ya Mitsamiouli in Figure 6b. The patch density (PD) and Shannon’s Diversity (SHDI) indices calculated between one and two kilometers in a fragmented landscape are double that of a homogeneous one (Figure 6c, e). This difference is almost multiplied by four for the edge density (ED) (Figure 6d) and by 13 for splitting index (SPLIT) (Figure 6f).
Landscape indices allow a distinction between homogeneous (example of Batou in Figure 6a and fragmented landscapes (example of Koua ya Mitsamiuli in Figure 6b. The patch density (PD) and Shannon’s Diversity (SHDI) indices calculated between one and two kilometers in a fragmented landscape are double that of a homogeneous one (Figure 6c,e). This difference is almost multiplied by four for the edge density (ED) (Figure 6d) and by 13 for splitting index (SPLIT) (Figure 6f).

![Figure 6](image.png)

**Figure 6.** Comparison of landscape indices between a homogeneous and a fragmented environment.

### 3.4. Statistical Analyses

Malaria incidence at the village scale is positively correlated with the proportion of grasslands in the buffer zones (this applies to all three buffer sizes) and negatively correlated with the proportion of forests and the average elevation (also for the three buffer sizes) (Table 2). These correlations between incidence and grasslands or forests are strongest for small 1 km buffers (grasslands: \( r = 0.17, p < 0.01 \), forests: \( r = -0.20, p < 0.05 \)). They are equal regardless of the size of the buffer for average elevation \( (r = -0.17, p < 0.01) \). None of the other landscape indices are correlated to the incidence in Grande Comore. The PCA analysis also confirms the strong relationship in Grande Comore between incidence, forests, grasslands and mean elevation (Figure 7). The other landscape indices form another orthogonal group with PD, ED, SPLIT, SHDI and the proportion of built-up areas. Correlation between these indices increase with buffer size in Grande Comore.

By looking more locally within each district, we can highlight some other correlations. In Oichili Dimani district, malaria incidence is positively correlated to the proportion of shrubs within the 1 km and 2 km buffers (Table 2). It is also negatively correlated to average elevation. In Centre district, it is strongly positively correlated to the patch density and edge density indices within the 1 km and 1.5 km buffers. In Mbadjini Est district, it is positively correlated to the proportion of bare lands within the 1 km and 1.5 km buffers and to built-up areas within the 1.5 and 2 km buffers. In Mbadjini Ouest district, it is only positively correlated to the splitting index (SPLIT) within the 1 and 1.5 km buffers. In Hambou district, it is only negatively correlated to the Shannon’s index (SHDI) within the 1.5 km buffers (Table 2). In the two other districts (Mitsamiouli Mboude and Hamahamet Mboinkou), no significant correlation was observed.
Table 2. Results of linear regression analysis between environmental variables and malaria incidence (in Grande Comore and the 5 districts where significant correlations are observed).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scales</th>
<th>Landscape Metrics</th>
<th>r</th>
<th>R²</th>
<th>p-Value</th>
<th>r</th>
<th>R²</th>
<th>p-Value</th>
<th>r</th>
<th>R²</th>
<th>p-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Grande Comore</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forests</td>
<td>−0.20</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>−0.15</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>−0.16</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grasslands</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean elevation</td>
<td>−0.17</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>−0.17</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>−0.17</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Oichili Dimani</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>district Shrub</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.047</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.053</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean elevation</td>
<td>−0.38</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>−0.38</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>−0.38</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Centre district</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PD</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.064</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ED</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.124</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.249</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mbadjini Est</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>district Bare lands</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.072</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Built-up areas</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.120</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.026</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mbadjini Ouest</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>district SHDI</td>
<td>−0.45</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.095</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hambou</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>district</td>
<td>−0.35</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.079</td>
<td>−0.60</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.047</td>
<td>−0.48</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.127</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7. Correlation plot of the PCA analyses with the three buffer sizes in Grande Comore.

For multiple linear regressions, we removed two variables strongly correlated to others to avoid multicollinearity: grassland (highly correlated to forests \((r = −0.82, p < 0.001)\) and since grassland is less correlated to incidence than forest) and built-up areas (highly correlated to patch density \((r = −0.85, p < 0.001)\)), and since built-up areas are less correlated to incidence than patch density). In all the localities over the island, no multiple regression models could be compiled. The backward elimination regression only retains the proportion of forests in a simple model \((p < 0.01)\) (Table 3). If we consider only those localities that have had at least one case (116 localities), we obtained a model based on forest proportions and patch density. If we look at the villages more locally, we obtained different models. When considering the three eastern districts (Hamahamet Mboinkou, Oichili Dimani and Mabdjini Est, for a total of 83 localities), the backward elimination regression keeps the proportion of forests and shrubs to model incidence. Within these districts, if we focus only on localities having only one case (39), we found only the average elevation as correlated to incidence. Finally, when focusing on Oichili Dimani district (29 localities), the multiple linear regression allows to predict malaria incidence from the proportion of shrubs and the average elevation (Table 3).

For the other districts, we could not obtain any significant multiple linear regression.
Table 3. Results of multiple linear regression at different scales (only significant regressions are shown).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scales of Model (Number of Villages) (p-Value of the Model)</th>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>Standard Error</th>
<th>t-Value</th>
<th>p-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All villages (212) (p &lt; 0.005)</td>
<td>(Intercept)</td>
<td>543.706</td>
<td>107.001</td>
<td>5.081</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Forests</td>
<td>−7.267</td>
<td>2.509</td>
<td>−2.896</td>
<td>&lt;0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All villages with cases (116) (p &lt; 0.01)</td>
<td>(Intercept)</td>
<td>1344.344</td>
<td>318.950</td>
<td>4.215</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Forests</td>
<td>−13.604</td>
<td>4.357</td>
<td>−3.122</td>
<td>&lt;0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Patch density</td>
<td>−1.756</td>
<td>1.124</td>
<td>−1.563</td>
<td>0.121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern districts (83) (p &lt; 0.005)</td>
<td>(Intercept)</td>
<td>981.856</td>
<td>236.323</td>
<td>4.155</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Forests</td>
<td>−9.174</td>
<td>3.023</td>
<td>−3.035</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shrubs</td>
<td>−15.341</td>
<td>7.248</td>
<td>−2.117</td>
<td>&lt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern districts with cases (39) (p &lt; 0.05)</td>
<td>(Intercept)</td>
<td>2178.311</td>
<td>505.071</td>
<td>4.313</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average elevation</td>
<td>−4.565</td>
<td>1.785</td>
<td>−2.557</td>
<td>&lt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oichili Dimani District (29) (p &lt; 0.001)</td>
<td>(Intercept)</td>
<td>1092.500</td>
<td>544.141</td>
<td>2.008</td>
<td>0.052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shrubs</td>
<td>124.153</td>
<td>26.408</td>
<td>4.701</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average elevation</td>
<td>−10.248</td>
<td>2.144</td>
<td>−4.779</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Discussion

Mapping a disease at the locality level allows us to identify areas of over- or under-incidence, to search for clusters, and to see if there are spatial correlations between localities or with environmental factors. Here, the methods used (autocorrelation tests vs. cluster detection) are relatively different and the map (Figure 4) aims to see if there is a concordance of the results. This study reveals first of all that the eastern region is particularly affected by malaria with several distinct clusters. The autocorrelation analyses also show a strong spatial autocorrelation overall on the island (through the calculation of Moran’s I global index), which reflects similar epidemiological situation between close villages or districts. This is especially the case in the eastern Oichili Dimani district, where was detected the most-likely cluster with Kulldorff’s scanning method. The highest Anselin Local Moran’s I index was found in Itsinkoudi of Oichili Dimani district and followed by four other villages of the same district (Kouhani, Mtsamdou, Chomoni and Chamro). Looking at the monthly occurrence of cases, we can see the important role of the village of Itsinkoudi, which not only has the highest incidence but is also the first to report a large number of cases (Figure 8). The occurrence of cases in Kouhani starting in May and then in Mtsamdou in June could be directly linked to this village of Itsinkoudi. A similar pattern was observed in Chomoni with an increase in cases starting in May. One hypothesis could be that the geographical location of Itsinkoudi explains in 2016 the malaria transmission to other connected villages through population mobility. Itsinkoudi is the most populated city and is located at the intersection of the roads linking the other villages (at less than 3 km). A further 1.5 km west of Itsinkoudi and, therefore, at a higher altitude (420 against 170 m for Itsinkoudi), is the village of Dzahani Ya Oichili, which recorded only one case of malaria in 2016. This village is geographically isolated, with a direct connection to Itsinkoudi only via a 2.1 km trail or, alternatively, by road, via the village of Hambou for a total distance of 5.5 km. Thus, we can hypothesize that the village of Dzahani Ya Oichili has recorded few cases, as it is less connected to Itsinkoudi, despite a short distance “as the crow flies”, but difficult trips for the villagers. Unfortunately, we do not have data from other years to verify the importance of connections between villages in malaria transmission.

In the Centre health district, Moroni Koule district and Dzahani Tsidje village form a significant cluster. The monthly observation of cases also confirms the synchronicity of the increase starting in May (Figure 9). Further north on the main road, the village of Hantsambou had an increase in cases over the same period, but this was not the case for villages located between.
Figure 8. Monthly malaria cases by locality of the Oichili Dimani health district in 2016 and location map (localities are sorted from north to south).

Figure 9. Monthly malaria cases by locality of the Centre health district in 2016 (localities are sorted from north to south).
A surprising result is the higher number of cases recorded during the dry season in 2016 (Figure 4), which is contradictory with the patterns observed before 2014, where malaria is hyperendemic during the rainy season. The transmission of malaria in Grande Comore is usually amplified by rainfall [3] and, therefore, malaria is seasonal and can present geographical particularities according to the variations of the climate on the island [9]. The meteorological data to which we had access are very limited with only two stations in the west of the island, near Moroni. Rainfall data on other sides of the island would help to refine these observations. Nevertheless, the 2016 values in Moroni remain within the known seasonal averages in the Comoros, except for June with heavy rains (653 mm in 2016, representing 3.5 times the 2010–2016 average). The distinction of the seasons is made on a simple dichotomy according to the months. However, these data indicate that the study’s wet season (November 2015 to April 2016) had rainfall similar to the 2010–2016 average (2160 mm compared to 2072 mm on average). During this wet season, the number of cases remained very low, as it has been since 2014, under the effect of control actions. Thus, the significant increase in incidence in May 2016 just follows the rainy season but is still surprising, while rainfall remained low in March, April and May. In June 2016, the unusual high rainfall may have contributed to maintain high prevalence from June to August. However, looking at the monthly data, we can see great temporal variation from one village to another, as in Itsinkoudi, which recorded more cases during the wet season and in Kouhani and Mtsamdou where it was the opposite. These substantial differences can also be explained in a context where malaria has reached a low level. A recent study in Madagascar has also noted that malaria control interventions could lead to a delay in the timing of malaria transmission [52]. Focusing on local data shows the importance of having spatially accurate epidemiological data and that aggregation at administrative scales can hide local disparities by using averaged data.

Autocorrelation analyses allow the detection and localization of clusters without, however, explaining their presence. The existence of these clusters suggests transmissions between the localities of each cluster and, therefore, that these localities are connected with mobile populations. These clusters can also reflect favorable and similar environmental conditions in the localities of the same cluster, due to their proximity. The results of the spatial analysis show trends in relation to environmental factors but they are not very conclusive in describing favorable environmental conditions. The distribution of malaria cases shows high incidences on both sides of the island in both urban and rural localities. Across the island, the environmental analysis highlights a correlation link with three environmental variables: malaria decreases with altitude and forested areas and increases with grasslands. These three variables are correlated with each other, forest cover being greater at higher elevations to the detriment of herbaceous areas. The variable grasslands had to be removed from the multivariate analyses for this reason. These analyses also identified through multiple regressions either forests or average altitudes as important predictive factors. However, these statistical relationships do not reflect a cause-and-effect relationship but rather characterize places that are conducive to transmission. The higher incidences of malaria at lower elevations can also be associated with the road network that contributes to its spread. Indeed, major roads around the island that connect the main villages are located at lower elevations. Access to villages at higher elevations is generally by secondary roads or even paths. They are therefore less used, which limits the spread of malaria to higher altitude areas. Nevertheless, links with the environment are likely to be found at a more local level. Oichili Dimani health district, which has the most-likely cluster and many high incidence villages, is also the district of Grande Comore with the smallest area of forest (22%, unlike Mbadjini West district, which is covered with forests on over 79% of its surface). When focusing the analysis in Oichili Dimani, we found that shrub vegetation in the proximity of villages is a significant predictor of malaria incidence together with average elevation in a multiple linear regression. These results are consistent with another study in Ghana—methodologically close—which showed that the increase in the proportion of forests around villages was associated with a decrease in malaria [31]. We can also consider whether the negative effect of altitude on malaria is related to mosquito ecology. Several studies have shown a similar effect on malaria, as in Malawi or Tanzania [53,54]. In Grande Comore, more than 90% of the villages are located at an altitude of less than
600 m and the main vector species, *Anopheles gambiae*, is likely to live at these altitudes. Indeed, a recent study in Madagascar showed its presence at much higher altitudes [55]. In the Centre health district, malaria incidence is positively correlated with two landscape indices, characteristic of fragmentation (the patch and edge densities). This is consistent with a study at the border between French Guiana and Brazil, which showed similar association between the same fragmentation indices and the prevalence of *Plasmodium falciparum* [33]. We can finally note that significant models of multiple linear regressions between incidence and environmental variables were found in the eastern part of the island where there are the most-likely clusters and spatial autocorrelation.

Characterizing environment through the analysis of high-resolution satellite images, this study identified environmental factors and landscape indicators that promote malaria transmission at a very fine scale. The increasing availability of satellite data with very high spatial resolution, both optical and radar, as well as the development of analytical methods (including artificial intelligence and ensemble modelling) will also help in the integration of fine environmental information for future malaria studies [56].

The next steps in this study could be to work on connections between villages, to model population movements in order to anticipate the spread of malaria when an outbreak occurs in a village. This could be measured with network analyses to estimate interactions between villages. The use of mobile phone data has also shown the possibility of quantifying population movements and characterizing the directions of travel. In Madagascar, it has thus been possible to identify the sources and sinks for the importation of malaria from epidemic areas to low transmission areas [57]. In a small territory such as Grande Comore, field investigations should also be considered to characterize population movements, and, more specifically, to understand the social and cultural factors that drive these movements (and which will be unseen by mobile phone data). For instance, there are regularly large gatherings in villages for wedding ceremonies or funerals. These social factors are also essential determinants to be taken into account in order to better characterize the risks of malaria transmission [58].

5. Conclusions

By mapping malaria on a fine scale in 2016, this study allows to clarify its epidemiology in Grande Comore following the drastic reduction in the number of cases since 2014. Malaria is still very prevalent, with most localities affected. Grande Comore remains at the control phase, while the other islands are in the pre-elimination phase [4]. This study reveals a changing pattern of malaria: before 2015, the incidence was higher in the western part of the island [9] and, in 2016, higher incidences were observed in the eastern part. Furthermore, it specifies the localities and clusters with high incidences that should be targeted for control actions. It also shows trends between malaria and environmental factors, but above all it highlights local spatial heterogeneity with the possibility of villages with high incidences, while their neighbors may not be affected. Other studies have shown that mapping cases at an even finer scale, in their place of residence, can reveal disparities in exposure to the disease. For example, in Ghana, an increasing distance between children’s households and the fringe of forests protects against malaria [59]. Proximity and human mobility seem to drive malaria epidemiology between these villages by facilitating transmission (via the transport of mosquitoes or the movement of infected people). This study thus shows the importance of precision mapping at a fine scale, which has never before been addressed in the Comoros for malaria. It is important that in the future data can be mapped and analyzed in this way in order to track malaria dynamics over time and space and to optimize control actions.
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